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i've had fsx since it was first released. i've spent a fortune on add ons and a few months ago finally
built a monster pc to max it out. i liked the idea of a steam edition with less bugs so i bought it. big

mistake. my fsx and add ons are on a seperate ssd, the os and drivers on an ssd and the rest
including steam on a 2tb hdd. since installing steam ed my original fsx would not get passed the

main menu without crashing. you can get the free "pro" version of the fsx steam edition game, but
that will only give you some new scenery features and some aircraft that the pro version can fly. this

game is a 'full' version of the fsx game and this means that you will have all of the features of the
professional version of the game. you will get an extra 15 airports and some extra aircraft. the game
will come with a full 30 day trial, so you can try out all of the features of the game before you buy it.

it will also come with a 14 day demo version of the game, so that you can get a good idea of the
game before you buy it. if you are happy with it, then you can buy the game and it will come on to
your steam game library. if you are not happy with it, you can always go back to the free version of
the game. if you buy the full version, then you will always have access to all of the features of the

game, which is a great deal! i used fsx since it came out in 2004. it was the best game, but i have to
say that since steam was released and the difference in performance and stability, it has been a

much better experience. i have the steam edition for both fsx and fsx-se, and i love it. the only thing
that is missing is some of the functionality from the old fsx version, such as the ability to select more

than one plane in the airport. however, that is not really a big issue since the game is free to
download.
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